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1. Benchmark  

 

To achieve higher level benchmark is necessary  

For success in business and sports it is mandatory  

Without benchmark you cannot think higher  

With benchmark your mind and spirit get fire 

In every walk of life benchmark always inspire  

Without benchmark success in modern business rare  

Benchmark is not merely a management tool 

To achieve higher level of success make it rule. 

 

2. Bipolar world  

 

Nature made world bipolar, South and North  

Man-made polarity not a matter of worth 

Once world became bipolar Hitler and rest 

In Osama versus rest bipolarity now rest 

Though Osama is dead thousands alive 

In Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq they strive 

Bipolarity is good for nature not for society  

Osama's followers should accept diversity. 

 

3. Pobitora 

The calm and quiet beautiful sanctuary  

Pobitora is Rhino's residence honorary  

Near flows the lifeline mighty river Luit 

In the tall wild grassland birds tweet 

When you enter the wild berries greet  

A Paradise for nature lovers near city 

To save the Rhino's every citizen's duty  

Jeep safari through bumpy road memorable  

Elephant ride in the sanctuary unforgettable. 

 



4. Black and white  

 

In the colourful world  

Black and white still rule  

Without black and white  

People may make us fool  

Signature is protection tool 

Black and white is antique  

Better than colourful boutique  

The night is black, day is white 

Black and white makes others bright. 

 

5. Black hole  

 

Gravitational force is at extreme  

Star became invisible supreme  

Nothing can escape black hole 

Absorbing everything its only role 

The event horizon starts there  

Even seeing light can be rare  

Be like black hole to absorb criticism  

You can overcome others cynicism. 

 
6. Blame Game 

 

Success has many fathers failure is orphan  

In failure everyone play blame game organ 

In every failure blame game is best defence  

Throw away blame game if you want success  

After the match is over blame game divide people 

Post-mortem should be objective and simple 

In corporate blame game is skin saving tool 

But with blame game every time you can't make others fool. 

7. Blessing   



 

Blessings many times come in disguise  

Before we see or realise it subside  

In every problem we pray for blessing  

But without work blessing give nothing  

Yet blessing is positive fore can do good 

That is why blessing is always mental food 

When we ask God's blessing we get strength  

Blessing others in trouble times always worth. 

 
 

8. Blotting paper  

 

Down the memory lane  

Still remember the thick paper 

Carried to school with fountain pen 

Absorb excess ink while writing  

To keep our notebook shining  

Technology itself stopped excess ink  

Blotting paper lost its student link.  

 

9. Bluetooth  

 

Bluetooth once united Denmark Norway  

But he is now in history far away 

Modern Bluetooth made him sway  

Today's Bluetooth is like runaway  

Interconnect mobile phone without wire 

Made communication technology fair  

In computer networks it has good share  

Without Bluetooth gen-X handicapped  

The ghost of Bluetooth so shaped. 

 

10. Boat  



 

One of the earliest transports is boat  

Because on water it can easily float  

Boat doesn't need any road to travel  

The current of water even can propel  

Like nomads boat people also spread  

In spreading civilization boat is a thread  

Without boat British Empire was nothing  

Through boat only once it was spreading  

Boat is not only for Crossing River and lake  

Transportation of goods it always make  

The modern version of boat ship is big 

Yet still boat can give ship a dig 

The Fisherman boat will always stay 

We are on the same boat brothers let us say. 

 
 

11. Anger 

 

When anger boil  

Throw it on soil 

Life it will spoil 

Stop the heating coil  

Anger spill venom  

Reverse count random  

Anger control must  

Before it burst  

Make it small dust 

Spill water to rust  

It will lost on crust. 

 

 

 

12. If you are right 



 

If you are right  

Don't take it light  

Make it bright  

Show your might  

If required fight  

Forcefully bite  

Fly like kite  

Don't afraid night 

You will see light  

Because you are right. 

 

13. Body language  

When you can't speak  

Your mind is meek  

Heart can't take risk  

Body language click  

Communication may not be loud  

It may not make any sound  

Writing is not bound 

Solution body language can found 

Union of two happens through eye 

To communicate the children cry 

With gloomy face wife remain shy 

Body language can make life dry  

Raise your hand when required  

Otherwise you will not move forward  

Body language can bring you reward  

In interviews show the right gesture  

Walking confidently important signature  

Bold leader's body language is armature  

Learning body language important  

Speaking-writing alone can't make you competent. 

14. Astrology   



 

Astrology is not astronomy  

Blind faith believes astrology  

God's only secret is future  

Astrology is nothing but humour  

Uncertainty looms over our head  

No one can tell when he is dead  

Alexander couldn't hold empire  

With big defeat Napoleon retire  

The parrot can't say his own fate  

How can it tell about your date? 

Astrology is companion of weak 

Astrologer’s advices never seek. 

 
15. Secular ghost  

 

Secularism is an Indian ghost  

Indian politicians like it most 

Not found in China and Pakistan 

Everyone use it to kill Hindustan  

The unique ghost encourage Jihadi  

Very fond of the Congress party 

Secularism likes to malign Hind   

Keep blind eye on happening in Sindh   

The ghost failed in Russia and America  

In India secular ghost is evergreen exotica. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. You are bold 



I know you are strong and bold 

You are precious than gold 

You can't be bought and sold 

Even with heat you can't be rolled  

Your courage everyone told 

Even in windy days not cold 

Only with love you can be mould  

With respect and smile you can be fold  

Because I know you are strong and bold. 

17. Bonus  

Smile comes when heard about bonus  

For pocket it is opposite to minus  

Bonus is not hard earned or lottery  

Yet to encourage work it is flattery  

Without bonus festivals are dull and dry 

For corporate management it is hot fry  

In share market bonus issues are welcome  

To appease shareholders it is a premium  

In every walk of life we expect little bonus 

The person introducing it motivating genius. 

18. Booby trap 

Why it is called booby trap  

The explosion is worse than rape  

Boobs are soft and beautiful  

Trap is dangerous and harmful  

Touching booby trap will kill  

But beautiful boobs always thrill  

Some king might have lost war 

Looking for beauty in country far  

Rakhi Sawant had donated her two  

That is why explosive trap called so. 

 
 

19. Brainstorm  



 

Idle brain devil's workshop  

In brainstorming it works  

Brainstorm is to find solution  

Problem has path for dilution  

Brainstorming is great discussion  

Everyone has opportunity for submission  

Sometimes it cracks hard nut  

Though there may be ifs and but 

Even though no result in brainstorming session  

Tea coffee and good snacks participation commission. 

 

20. Bribe  

 

For human greed and lust bribe strive  

Without genetic engineering it will alive 

Bribe is now part of our day to day life 

For government job done jt is Swiss knife  

In office no bribe no work is the rule of law 

In front of officers gift courtesy one must show 

On bribe the media made lot of hue and cry 

While taking money for paid news they aren't shy 

In taking bribe politicians are not alone 

The whole society is their good companion  

Bribe now flows in our blood to carry oxygen  

Without bribe Indian society will go to hibernation. 

 

 

 

 

 

21. Brain drain  



Brain drain is phenomenon natural  

From village to city people travel  

Skilled people look for better opportunity  

Brainy people seek another possibility  

Brain drain helped progress of mankind  

Many brain would have remained unwind  

Brain drain creates non-resident citizen  

To the mother land it brings new kaizen  

For countries brain drain brings foreign exchange 

Economy of poor country brain drain can change 

Brain drain mixes the people with best culture  

United humanity they create can never rupture . 

 

22. Bridge  

 

On big river and ocean we make bridge  

To connect people it is utmost need  

Without bridges roads are lame duck  

Through bridges cross food carrying truck  

Concrete bridges we made so much 

Every road is now full of year around rush  

It is now time to bridge men's metal gap  

So that we can have one world road map 

Let us make bridges between religion  

The people of world will see new horizon  

Let us make bridges between culture  

There will be no hatred and war in future  

Internet is now the infinite bridge of unity  

Use it to carry love and peace for humanity. 

 

 

23. Brief  

 



We came to world for a brief period  

You have to go even if you use steroid  

Be brief in every walk of life and work 

You will get enough time to enjoy pork 

If you don't become brief you will carry load 

You will suffer misery and pain on bumpy road 

Briefcase is better compared to a trunk  

In journeys no need to carry every junk  

While leaving we can't even carry brief case  

So why so much greed in life's brief race. 

 

24. Brotherhood  

 

Brotherhood is missing in every corner  

Society is so becoming hot burner  

For brotherhood every one need runner  

No one is interested to become Turner  

Every child must be a brotherhood learner  

Family, state, nation all needs brotherhood  

Development does not mean only food 

Only on brotherhood prosperity can stood 

Brotherhood is missing in same religion  

In family instead of brotherhood rebellion  

For brotherhood let us create social opinion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25. Bubble  

Our life is like a bubble 



For existence struggle  

Bubble is always transparent  

So acquire same temperament  

Transparency gives bubble rainbow  

In life transparency open new window  

Bubbles fly with joy towards the sky 

But showing rainbow burst saying goodbye  

Death may call us any moment  

So enjoy the life's beautiful tournament. 

 

26. Buddhism  

The religion that teaches nonviolence  

The war hungry world it can only silence  

Ashok the great embrace one day Buddhism  

He gave up life's all types of cynicism  

Propagated peace and brotherhood in world 

Buddha's greatness to the world he unfold 

The eight fold path can show human light 

Following Buddha's teaching make world bright. 

 

27. Bull  

Take the bull by the horn  

Otherwise you have to mourn  

Always ignore bullshit in life 

Bullish days will then strive  

For your right make bullfight  

In this world bullet is right 

Bulldog can be good companion  

Bullion can make you champion  

Bull shot may be a good drink  

Don't bully weak and the pink. 

 

28. Buoyant  

In life always be buoyant  



Never say any time I cannot  

Cheerful and optimistic can win 

To face challenges they are keen  

Buoyancy keeps you always afloat  

Safely you can sail your life's boat  

Buoyant people has determination  

God never do with them discrimination. 

 
29. No one is indispensable  

No one is indispensable in the world  

Successor time will automatically unfold  

When Indira Gandhi was gunned down 

Successor of Prime Minister was easily found 

Pilot could navigate India so sound  

Rabri Devi came out of kitchen and ruled Bihar  

Rubber stamp Prime Minister Manomohan was there 

We forgot who was Governor before Urjit Patel 

TN Seshan is not known by many though he faught battle 

Governor will come and Governor will go 

Only requirement is that economy should flow and grow. 

 

30. Burka  

 

The symbol of gender inequality  

It is not for female humility  

Nor it is to reduce male fertility  

In savage society it is for tranquillity  

Everybody knows Eve was not with burka  

Then in civilized society why purdah  

Burka is a moving jail in women liberty  

It also proves men's minds are still dirty. 

 

31. Bus 



Bus is a vehicle carrying passenger  

In substation it is an electricity carrier  

Without bus electricity can't be distributed 

With bus luggage can also be transported  

For schools bus is the lifeline for student 

When bus stops there is no movement  

For people bus means cheaper transport  

From village to city workers it import  

To build bus terminus government support  

Luxury bus gives tourist travelling comfort.  

 

32. Atom 

Smallest part of an element is atom 

Made of neutron electron and proton  

Though tiny it has immense energy  

Atom's combination is matters synergy  

Bohr has developed an atom model  

Atom is invisible unlike lightning candle  

Hydrogen and oxygen atoms give water 

Without water no living beings will be there. 

 

33. Cafe  

Not merely a coffee house  

Many ideas cafe rouse  

New startup it arouse  

Loneliness cafe douse  

Not merely a place to fill belly  

It is a enjoyable place really 

Youngster make rally  

Budget also always tally  

Single ones destination finally  

Meet your friends there certainly. 

34. Cadet  



O' thy young cadet  

Focus on your target  

Your mission don't forget  

Make your life largest  

March-past March-past  

Always move very fast 

You have to travel vast 

Don't be lazy and last  

Make bigger your bust  

Don't gather any rust 

March-past March-past. 

35. Cabbage  

The green leafy vegetable  

Cabbage is always adorable  

Its colour and taste lovable  

As vegetable it is formidable  

Search it's heart find nothing  

As a whole only it is something  

Potato and cabbage big competitor 

For diabetes cabbage is superior  

Raw cabbage can become salad  

Uncooked potato can't become ballad. 

36. Bypass  

In promotion bypass is rude  

For heart blockage it is good 

In travel bypass avoid traffic  

Bypassing make life prolific  

In emergency bypass necessary  

Always bypass unnecessary  

Progress will be satisfactory  

Many people will bypass you 

But endpoint is same in all Que. 

 



37. Buzzer  

 

The morning buzzer wakeup  

For office we start  makeup  

In life buzzer rounds are important  

During examinations it is omnipotent  

The best buzzer in life is spouse  

Till death every moment it souse  

A big fire buzzer stops and douse  

In quiz buzzer round is deciding factor 

The buzzer work in the life like a mentor. 

 

38.Butterfly chasing  

 

Promotion is like colourful butterfly  

When we chase, it fly in to the sky 

We became depressed and sit shy  

To catch it after a while again we try 

Flying here and there it say bye bye  

Then we take rest becoming tired  

Think in mind butterfly is not required  

Suddenly butterfly rests on our shoulder 

In another location we open new folder 

Life and promotion is butterfly chasing  

When you seat coolly it return for igniting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



39.Buttering  

 

Spread the butter on the bread  

It will join all small thread  

Bread and butter made for each other  

Spoon and knife are buttering rudder  

Buttering is the toughest soft skill  

Without it own career you will kill 

Buttering is not in school syllabus  

From culture you have to acquire  

Don't keep all your butter in fridge  

It will spoil your promotion bridge  

In oil companies sometimes Mobil used 

But on slippery floor their career fused. 

 

40. Butterfly  

 

With colourful small wings 

Red, yellow, white, blue and green  

Flying from flower to flower seen 

Always busy and like restless teen 

Sitting on bushes make a rainbow  

Their flying range is very narrow  

Not worried what will happen tomorrow  

Even if don't get nectar do not feel sorrow  

Make season colourful with their presence  

During snowy winter feel butterflies absence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



41. Have faith in Supreme Court  

 

Supreme Court why Congress doubt  

For democracy it is not good count 

On court decision it will bring cloud 

Supreme court will not remain sound  

Nation and people will suffer it is bound  

Court shouldn't be made political ground  

Let people now decide who is wrong  

People know how to make democracy strong. 

 

42. Rafale  

Rafale is now more than a fighter plane  

For BJP in election it became a bane  

Before Rafale dropped the first bomb 

It has to come through judicial comb 

Congress was interested in country's security  

So people should now doubt their integrity  

The capability and firepower of Rafale more important  

Congress should now resist making it election component. 

 

43. Cake 

Don't want to eat the cake and have it too 

It will bend your backbone like a bow 

Eat and enjoy the cake when you have time 

On the baking day cakes are always fine 

Tomorrow you may not be alive to dine 

Birthday without cake is incomplete  

Cut the cake and eat it with friends complete  

If you hold cake for too long it will gather moss 

The taste of the icing cake forever will loss 

Enjoy your bonus and incentive travelling abroad 

Otherwise someone will take out through ATM fraud. 



44. Calendar  

 

Days, weeks, months and then year  

To remind time calendar is here  

The red dates remind take a holiday and rest  

During the week you have performed your best 

Calendar tells in the end one year has gone 

Ask yourself how much job you have done 

New calendar always give joy New Year has come 

Proposals made this year I will do good job some 

But time run fast in day to day affair 

To the calendar we are always unfair. 

 

45. Call centre  

Inside the call centre 

The rule is hire and fire  

No career you can desire  

But lot of young they hire 

Young blood is their attire  

Computer and microphone  

In the centre you are not alone  

Any time service their backbone  

That is why we can easily roam 

To keep us smiling call centre foam  

For a midnight call don't rudely scold  

To call you someone might have told 

So you are in the call centre's fold 

In digital world call centre is necessity  

Inside a call centre you can see diversity  

Different beautiful people are busy bee  

One night at call centre peep and see. 

 

 



46.Camel  

 

The long necked tall animal with hump 

In the deserts it can easily run and jump 

Camel is known as the ship of desert  

In Bedouin life came is indivisible part 

Camel can live few days without water 

For people in Arabia it gives bread butter 

Calm and quiet camel a domestic animal  

Camel race in Arab countries a ritual  

Don't use young boys in camel race 

Discard it looking at their innocent face. 

 

47.Camera  

 

Ready smile and then a click 

Cameras own identity bleak 

For photographer it may stick  

But common man don't pick 

Before mobile camera is meek  

Black and white camera is history  

Kodak is caught inside boundary  

For cinemas camera is still foundry  

Youngsters are now selfi hungry  

Camera will never get back old glory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



48.Cancer  

 

Uncontrolled division of cell 

Cancer makes one's life hell 

Doctors say it is not a disease  

Only division of cell it increase  

Chemotherapy treatment painful  

Radiation in long run harmful  

Surgery always not successful  

No curative medicine available  

Prevention is not yet successful  

Cancer management is costly  

So it is considered as ghostly 

If detected early life can be saved 

But reason of cancer to be solved. 

 

49.Candle  

 

The white cylindrical mass with a thread  

The job and duty of it for mankind is great  

Spreads light in the world since invention  

Selfless service is candle's satisfaction  

Before electricity came candle was king  

Even now candle is a bright golden ring  

Festival of light incomplete without candle 

Candle is sold in the market as a bundle  

In the graveyard we lit a candle for soul  

Procession with candle light always bold 

Candle was once every shopkeeper sold. 

 

 

 



50.Candy  

 

The sweet sugar candy  

For children it is brandy  

Candies always trendy  

To carry it is very handy  

Enjoy candy when you're young  

No candy after becoming strong  

Diabetes hates candy most  

Candy cannot make roast  

Lollipop is popular for kid 

For retired it has no need. 

 

51.Canteen  

 

Gossip with sweet, sour and salty malice  

College canteen is wonder land for Alice  

Boys girls, young old everyone busy eating  

More important thing is lovely chatting  

No makeup or breakup without canteen 

For many not important the class routine  

Without canteen, college life is incomplete  

During election canteen sale highest plate 

Road side canteens are for hungry people  

Inside environment is hunger and simple. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



52. Canvas  

 

The strong coarse unbleached cloth  

Used to make sail and painting both 

The beauty of canvas is in painting  

Other activities of canvas lost shining  

'The persistence of memory' reminds  

In the 'Starry Night' 'Mona Lisa' shines  

For millions of people canvas is lifeline  

Selling canvases many painter dine  

Without canvas no one can win election  

In canvas auction market lot of selection 

Put canvas painting on drawing room wall 

The beauty of the house will be always tall. 

 

53. Divided world 

 

This is a divided world 

Will never come to one fold 

Divided in the name of religion  

Divided in the name of region  

Divided in the name of country  

Divided in the name of boundary  

Divided in the name of caste and creed  

Divided in the name of colour and breed 

We the human planted dividing seed 

We the human distribute divisive feed 

Nature gave us diversity for balance  

By destroying it our existence we challenge. 

 

 

 

 



54. Cap 

 

The small cap on the head 

Says always something  

A message it bring  

It is not merely for protecting  

Sun ray dust  or mountain dew  

Festivity a cap renew  

When we open the champagne cap 

We enjoy the drink with music rap 

For the young child cap is not only toy 

Wearing it they run in joy 

The upper limit is always a cap 

Military cap can change a nation's map. 

 

55. Capability  

 

Elephant does not know own capability  

So elephant can be tamed  

The tiger knows its capacity  

So the tiger is not servant lame  

Know your own capability  

Explore inherent capacity 

You will accelerate velocity  

For success knowing capability important  

Enhancing capacity will give determination  

Failed people don't know their inner power 

Capacity building can bring them success shower. 

 

 

 

 



56. Capital  

 

Capital is the most important city  

To govern the country capital's duty  

Capitals are built with unique beauty  

Presidential palace is symbol of unity  

Invaders destroy capital as sign of victory  

Protection of capital is so necessary  

To start a business capital is important  

For industrialisation capitalist pertinent  

Capital punishment is the ultimate one 

The economy now a days capitalist run. 

 

57. Captain  

 

You lead the team front  

In high sea when tide hit the ship 

You steer safely without fear 

In the war front while facing enemy  

You are never behind to save own life 

O captain thy captain I salute you 

A true captain never thinks for self 

But lead the team to victory 

When captain is bold, strong, and courageous  

In the battlefield the troop is dangerous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



58. Caption  

 

Captions are always important  

What is inside remain subordinate  

The first impression is last impression  

If caption is good no need of tension  

Caption can touch millions of heart  

Everyone can carry caption in his cart  

In marking caption can give good result  

In politics caption is weapon of assault  

Give a good caption to eventful life  

In the journey it will be your cutting knife. 

 

 

59. Carbon  

 

The element of atomic number six 

Existence of human civilization it will fix 

With Hydrogen and Oxygen easily mix 

Emission of too much carbon is a risk  

Graphite and diamond its purest form 

More carbon emission makes earth worm 

Without carbon living thing is impossible  

But too much of carbon made us vulnerable  

Low carbon environment is need of the hour 

In the carbon footprint new world will shower. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



60. Card  

 

The playing card lost its charm  

Sale of Greetings card lukewarm 

Duplicate ration card no more opium    

Postcard also completed its term  

Identity card exists without harm  

Credit card now trumpet its drum  

Visiting card holds its position firm  

Aadhaar card is a necessary germ  

Hold all your cards strong and secure  

Otherwise you will become obscure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 


